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JOANNA KIDMAN
‘Comparatively Speaking: Notes On Decolonising Research’,

International Education Journal: Comparative Perspectives, 17(4), 

"There is a rustling and a murmuring in the dry bones of

the academy and a whispering of new voices in its still,

quiet places

So, listen carefully. Listen, and you will hear it."

www.sharednarratives.org



Ankna Arockiam and  Uchenna Ngwe formed Shared Narratives in

2020 as a way to support and highlight the work of researchers of

colour who work predominantly in the performing arts. Shared

Narratives aims to create a platform for academic voices that are

often hidden, particularly in conservatoire and university settings. 

Conceived as an online event from the outset, this first conference

will provide an opportunity for sharing research produced by

researchers of colour while developing a collaborative networking

space for us as academics and practitioners.

www.sharednarratives.org
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15 :00

SESSION 1

YSHANI  PERINPANAYAGAM

FINDING CREATIVITY IN UNWELCOME RESTRAINTS:

NEW WAYS TO MAKE MUSIC IN A COVID-19 WORLD

CLAIRE S IV IER

AFROFUTURISM AND THE PRESENT: AN

AUTOETHNOGRAPHIC ACCOUNT OF WALKING

INTERVIEWS WITH BLACK WOMEN ARTS PRACTITIONERS

15 .50

SESSION 2

UCHENNA NGWE

CURATING DIVERSITY IN WESTERN CLASSICAL MUSIC

HANNAH GRANTHAM & ORIANA GONZALES 

SHAKING UP THE CANONS: USING MATERIAL CULTURE TO

TEACH THE PERFORMING ARTS
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HIMADRI MADAN & NANDINI MANJUNATH 

CORPOREALITY OF THE FEMALE INDIAN

CLASSICAL DANCER -  BODIES THAT MATTER
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SESSION 2
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VOICES UNHEARD: AN AUTHOETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE
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SESSION 1

FLAVIA D’AVILA

COUNTERCOLONISING THE STAGE: MAKING THE CASE

FOR A SYNCRETIC DRAMATURGY FOR DEVISING

THEATRE 

DWIGHT P ILE-GRAY

THE BIRTH OF AFRO AMERICAN NATIONALISM

IN 20TH CENTURY AFRICAN AMERICAN

SYMPHONIC MUSIC
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WELCOME
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14:40

SESSION 2

SANDEEP GURRAPADI

OPERA FOR ALL – A DISCUSSION ON COLLECTIVE
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SHARED NARRATIVES
CONFERENCE 2020
CHAIR: UCHENNA NGWE  

SESSION 1
Wednesday 18 November 2020,

 3 - 5pm GMT

ROXANNA ALBAYATI

Frail But Focused

Emotions. One can experience them subconsciously, misinterpret them, try to hide them,

or allow them to take full control. Concealed emotions may find their way to the body’s

physical surface, craving to be understood or acknowledged. Against the mind-body

dualism, physiological sensations are a playground for the subconscious. Inspired by the

physical essence of performance, Frail but Focused is an audio-visual piece exploring the

link between emotions, bodily sensations and if their roots can be found.

SUPRAJA R

Creating queer counterpublics via the stage: Akshayambara and
Lady Anandi

This paper attempts to locate a reading of queering the body as discourse and to utilize

an intersectional feminist praxis in engaging with two theatrical productions that have

graced the stage in Bangalore, India and various other urban places since, this past

decade. First, we look at Sharanya Ramprakash’s (of Dramanon) wildly popular play –

Akshayambara that draws on the folk form of Yakshagana whilst mediating and troubling

binarizations of gender, class and caste. This piece challenges notions of engendering

aestheticization through this “living tradition”, while also contending with its own

reinventions of postcolonial order – gleaning glocal debates of an indexicality in

performance making. The second, Anuja Ghosalkar’s (of Drama Queen) documentary

theatre production titled Lady Anandi, takes on an intimate rendition of the archive of her

own personal legacy as steeped in colonial theatre practices. The straddling of this

historiography in troubling her inheritance is reflexive in defying the normative aesthetics

of “good urban theatre” practices of the contemporary (urban) proscenium stage. Indeed,

questioning constructions of gendered embodiment in performance practice through

multiple encounters of the self also bears a viscerality of affect that opens up to a

queering of corporeal discourse. Ergo, to position both Akshayambara and Lady Anandi

adds to further nuances gleaned of what the afterlife of (cis) women creating

(unwarranted?) counter-publics via the stage accrues. The encounters with space,

temporality, dis/identifications and the innate sense of semi-autobiography sourced in

these two pieces presents to us the possibility to destabilize heteronormative and

homonormative constructions of performance paradigms.
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Wednesday 18 November 2020,

 3 - 5pm GMTSESSION 2

CHAMARI WEDAMULLA

The Influences of Colonialism & Sinhala Buddhist Cultural Values on
My Formal Music Education in Sri Lanka & My Formation as a Music
Researcher: A short autoethnography

This paper explores the influences that have shaped my current position as a doctoral

student in music education and an educator in special music education. It examines my

training as a pianist and my school music education in Sri Lanka, both which were heavily

influenced by Western classical music. With one of the highest literacy rates in South Asia,

education is highly valued in Sri Lanka. Most Sri Lankan parents aspire their children to

have careers in medicine, science and law, whereas music and arts subjects in general,

are seen as the “less important” subjects in schools (Joubert, 2008). This could be the

impact of Sinhalese Buddhist values and attitudes towards music, where music is generally

associated with “earthly desires” (Szczepanski, 2014) and a type of sensual luxury.

However, personal observations have shown that formal music education in Sri Lanka is

still embedded in colonial attitudes and practices and is therefore disconnected from

present social and cultural values. Hence, why and how do these practices and values

influence and disconnect music education and learning from the personal, socio-cultural

experiences of Sri Lankan students? In this paper, I will also discuss my formal music

education in Sri Lanka, prior to coming to the UK for higher studies. This involves a

scrutinization of the Western music curriculum that I followed in school and the music

teaching practices that I came across within school and in private music lessons. Through

personal reflections, I will also examine how my values and attitudes as a Sinhalese

Buddhist have led to my current positionality as a researcher in music education and my

work as a special educational needs educator.

NELLINNE RANAWEERA

Musicians’ health and wellbeing: the leisure perspective

Many studies of music, health and wellbeing have found music participation to have

positive effects on well-being (Sheppard & Broughton, 2020; Welch et al., 2020),

although music-making at a professional level can be challenging for music students and

professional musicians alike (Kegelaers et al., 2020). Research in the field of leisure

studies has shown that optimal use of leisure time, including structured and unstructured

leisure activities contributes to improved quality of life and wellbeing (Parsons et al.,

2020). Yet no research has investigated the nature of musicians’ leisure activities or their

effects on well-being. The central aim of the research was to explore two main research

questions: 1) How much leisure time do musicians (university music students, conservatoire

music students, amateur and professional musicians) have and how they choose to spend

it? 2)To what extent do music students at conservatoires and universities, and professional

musicians find music making in their leisure time beneficial for health and wellbeing? An

online questionnaire survey was distributed to professional, amateur and student

musicians to which 637 musicians responded. The results indicate that musicians

perceived setting aside time to engage in leisure activities as very important for their

health and wellbeing and that their chosen leisure activities, musical and non-musical,

contributed positively to their wellbeing.
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Wednesday 18 November 2020,

 3 - 5pm GMT

Amateur musicians were more likely to engage in musical activities whereas professional

musicians were more likely to engage in non-musical activities. The key motivations for

engaging in the leisure activities reported in this research were to escape from study or

work routine and build social relationships. This research offers important insights into the

contribution of musicians’ engagement in meaningful leisure activities to their health and

wellbeing. These are particularly timely given that in today’s industrialised society people

tend to spend more time engaging in work activities during leisure time.
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SHARED NARRATIVES
CONFERENCE 2020
CHAIR: HANNAH ROBBINS  

SESSION 1
Thursday 19 November 2020,

 3 - 5pm GMT

YSHANI PERINPANAYAGAM

Finding Creativity in Unwelcome Restraints: New Ways to Make Music

in a COVID-19 World

The performance of music has historically been an art-form we engage in in person. As the

pandemic has made this nearly impossible this year, artists have been searching for ways to

continue creating and sharing despite this. Understandably, many people see the alternative

approaches required here as an unsatisfactory substitute, a mere stop-gap until we are able

to return to the comfortable and seemingly superior “how things were.” Others are unwilling

to engage altogether until the situation has returned to the old normal. However, when you

use anything as a direct substitute for a thing you still wish it was, it will always fall short; in

approaching these constraints, we must ensure we are always exploring what we now have,

not only what we have lost. How can we invest more creatively in our current limitations to

open up new artistic opportunities? In this paper, I will discuss projects I led during Lockdown

which aimed to actively mine the attributes of the given circumstances, and present further

ideas on how pandemic-driven advances in technology and ideology could be developed to

be more than a temporary measure, but instead feed into a new and even more colourful

normal.

CLAIRE SIVIER

Afrofuturism and the Present: an Autoethnographic account of
walking interviews with Black women arts practitioners

Afrofuturism and the Present is an Arts Based Research project that considers existing

historical narratives brought together in Porto and addresses: how can we ground

Afrofuturism in to a vernacular approach, to remap cartographies into reclaimed subjective

frames of reference; to counter the erasure of black female voices; to address how this

might influence the future of black women artists and their work in the city.  Through a series

of three walking interviews, the investigation addressed the socio-spatial experiences of

three black women art practitioners who have recently relocated to Porto through the

performative act of walking. Working across visual art, performance and music, these artists

are connected historically through the transatlantic. How do their experiences, connected

historically through the transatlantic, relate to European cities linked to this legacy today?

This approach has provided an opportunity for analysis of the intersections of black women's

geographies from the diaspora.  Through groundings in Afrofuturism and the framework of

intersectionality, the work highlights the process of development through an

(auto)ethnographic approach, and resulted in a series of developmental projects, and three

individual stories documenting walking interviews. 
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The approach combined images, audio, as well as individual maps created through GPS

mapping of each route taken during the interview process. This chosen method of the walking

interviews combines observations and semi-structured recorded interviews which aimed to

create a collaborative process between interviewee/interviewer. The performative act of

walking through the city together as two black women allowed for each artist to recall,

examine and capture their own ideas of identity and mobility in Porto. This research proposes

how this process can be adapted and replicated in other postcolonialcontexts such as

London.

Thursday 19 November 2020,

3 - 5pm GMT

SESSION 2

UCHENNA NGWE

Curating Diversity in Western Classical Music

With widespread media attention now being paid to organisations such the Black

Curriculum and the National Trust’s report into historic property links to colonialism and

historic slavery (Bailey et al., 2020), Black British history is becoming more popular. In

recent years, there has been increased interest in the work being done to confront the

lack of diversity within classical music. However, important initiatives focusing solely on

spotlighting contemporary Black performers as modern-day exceptions, rather than

exploring broader historical contexts and legacies can have the effect of perpetuating a

historical erasure from Black people from British music history. This presentation briefly

covers my work in music curation through the repertoire of Decus Ensemble and the

plainsightSOUND research project. Both challenge prevailing hegemonies within Western

classical music that exclude discussions of historic participation by musicians of Black

African and Caribbean descent. Use of active and responsible music curation subverts

these norms, working alongside musicians, audiences and physical spaces to produce

performances that explore these hidden stories while allowing room for free and

continued discovery.

References: 

Bailey, F. et al. (2020) Interim Report on the Connections between Colonialism and

Properties now in the Care of the National Trust, Including Links with Historic Slavery.

National Trust

The Black Curriculum  https://theblackcurriculum.com 
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SESSION 2
Thursday 19 November 2020,

3 - 5pm GMT

HANNAH GRANTHAM & ORIANA E. GONZALES

Shaking Up the Canons: Using Material Culture to Teach the

Performing Arts

Efforts to diversify cultural institutions worldwide are slow-moving as they confront

colonial attitudes, classicism, and the seeming lack of diverse historical subjects to

present to young students studying in traditional Western classrooms. However, history has

left traces of performers, performances, and performance traditions rarely showcased on

stage or mentioned in curricula. Luckily, in some cases, ephemera and material belongings

survive to correct this historical erasure. Researching and documenting these extant

collections provides us with a broader picture of lesser-known works and arts communities

and their legacies. During this presentation, curatorial researchers Hannah Grantham and

Oriana Gonzales will explore the utility of using material culture to expand canons in the

performing arts. The pair will share methods they are using to make performing arts

histories more accessible, meaningful, and useful for artists and communities alike. They

will touch on their experiences working at the New York Public Library, the Smithsonian’s

National Museum of African American History and Culture and teaching diverse

performing arts histories at the New School’s College of Performing Arts. In particular,

Grantham and Gonzales will break down how creating opportunities for performing artists

and diverse communities to interact with material culture housed in museums, libraries,

and archives can aid efforts to make the performing arts more inclusive while inspiring

new works. From this exploration of their recent work, they will imagine a post-pandemic

future for curators of the performing arts by advocating for curatorial practices that

prioritize community engagement and collaborative relationships between museum

professionals and performing artists.
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SHARED NARRATIVES
CONFERENCE 2020
CHAIR: DWIGHT PILE-GRAY  

SESSION 1
Friday 20 November 2020,

 3 - 5pm GMT

DR AMY MATTHEWSON & YEN OOI

Monsoon, the Storm within Diaspora Identities

This presentation discusses the (dis)connect between language and identity, and the

sense of belonging using Hong Khaou’s film Monsoon as a case study. The film presents a

thought-provoking portrayal of the ways in which diaspora communities negotiate their

identities through displacement, and language plays an important role in providing a

sense of belonging and establishing networks. It is known that when multilinguals and

translinguals switch languages, they become someone else with different emotional

journeys. So, what happens when a person fails to communicate in their original ‘mother-

tongue’, when they’re unable to switch languages? How do others judge language

competency based on a person’s physiognomy? 

And how many times can a person negotiate and re-negotiate a sense of self within

changing relationships through time and geographical location? By taking a closer look at

Monsoon’s protagonist Kit who left Vietnam as a child to seek asylum in the UK and returns

to Vietnam as an adult, only to bring his parents’ ashes ‘home’, we will explore issues of

social dislocation, language barriers, as well as the complexities of identity and belonging

through his journey.

NANDINI MANJUNATH & HIMADRI MADAN

Corporeality of the Female Indian classical dancer: Bodies that matter

This performance/presentation seeks to explore the historic and contemporary

expectations and representation of the Indian female bodies as seen on the stage and is

co-created from the emergent themes of two Post-graduate Research projects based in

the study of embodied, cultural narratives and Post-structural Feminist paradigm. Drawing

from snippets or excerpts of texts like Natya Shastra, Abhinaya Darpana (an ancient

treatise seen as a handbook for Indian Classical Dances) and Colonial/Post-colonial,

Feminist and patriarchal discourses, we aim to deconstruct the social fabric and depiction

of female performers in the context of the expected and imposed ideals of their physical

appearance, the characters they portray and the evolution and policing of costumes,

attires and corporeality. These autoethnographic narratives are explored through the lens

and experiences of two Indian dancers and their journey through training, performing and

engaging in multiple Classical and Contemporary disciplines.



SESSION 2 
Friday 20 November 2020,

3 - 5pm GMT

DORCAS OLOWOYO

Voice unheard an authoethnographic study of the contralto, black

British voice

This presentation outlines some of the key themes I identified during a project

exploring the roles that hegemonic constructions of gender and race play in establishing

the identity of Black female, lower-range singers. Reflecting on instances of direct

suppression of lower-range Black female voices through vocal pedagogy or indirect

suppression through interactions with the listener, I explore the possibilities of justice by

highlighting injustices. Situated within the emerging field of Voice Studies in its aim to

‘better detect the values underpinning any definition of voice’ (Eidsheim and Meizel, 2019:

2). Approaching the voice as a collective instrument instead of a personal one reimagines

the position of the listener to examine how the cultural processes of hearing, accepting

and denying voices is a crucial step in expanding the value of othered voices. The focus

on the practitioner’s voice and viewpoint as the primary research source is direct

challenge of ‘fixed, measurable and recordable “knowledge”’ (Nelson, 2013: 4). further

made valuable through an application of “non-musical” literature. Critically observing

one’s own practice allows for synergy between the concepts of gender and race within

music. 

By critically observing the social structures that shape us as musicians allows us to move

away from replicating these same constraints, embedding them further into the fabric of

society and normalising them. The knowledge of produced by vocal practitioners in this

self-reflective way allow us to constantly be in dialogue with the past, the present and the

future. This research project seeks to begin conceptualising strategies and methods to

destabilise these constructions focusing on new knowledge creation of vocal

practitioners. Using PaR as the principle methodology, documenting and analysing both

successful and unsuccessful strategies to gain reflexive conclusions regarding how vocal

practice can understand the historical marginalisation of Black female voices. It serves a

larger mission of social epistemic justice to create new, freer means of establishing

identity independent of a reliance on pain or trauma.

DR ‘H’ PATTEN

Dancing identity: reggae/dancehall culture, dance, movement and

visibility

Visibility is inherent in the tensions existing both within and in relation to the dancehall

space. Transformation underscores the constant attempts to secure visibility and

personhood by dancehall participants. A large percentage of dancehall participants hail

from marginalised areas within Britain’s inner cities. Therefore, many participants

constantly transform and reinvent themselves in response to their environment through

dance in negotiating the dancehall space. Transformations also take place relating to the

geographical locations dancehall movement vocabulary takes place in, affecting the

performance of gender, sex, and sexuality in Britain. This performative paper contests and

moves beyond the present slackness and violence trope associated with contemporary

dancehall by situating it within the Blues, Dub, and Lover’s Rock dance vocabulary and

context it is an integral part of. It therefore argues that dance is a necessary part of the

negotiation of identity, personhood and status for dancehall participants within Britain’s

hostile context.
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SHARED NARRATIVES
CONFERENCE 2020
CHAIR: ANKNA AROCKIAM Saturday 21 November 2020,

1 - 5pm GMT

PANEL DISCUSSION

CHAIR: FLAVIA D'AVILA

SANDEEP GURRAPADI, NANDINI MANJUNATH, AMY MATTHEWSON & YEN OOI

SESSION 1

FLAVIA D'AVILA

Countercolonising the stage: making the case for a syncretic

dramaturgy for devising

This paper draws on my doctoral study investigating the politico-ideological aspect of

syncretism in a devised theatre context with the aim of proposing a technique called

Syncretic Dramaturgy for Devising (SDD) as a tool to generate theatrical material with a

multicultural cast, creating an extra-hierarchical dynamic in the devising room.The SDD is

advanced as a three-stage technique with specific operations pertaining to each stage

that displace the notions of migration and multiculturalism from undesirable to productive

frameworks, thus paving the way for a countercolonial approach that aims to avert the risk

of neo-colonisation found in most European-led intercultural theatre practices.  Shifting

focus from reading to making theatre, this practice-based research project made use of

autoethnographic tools to centre the subject to learn about the self and others, thus

displacing essentialist representations through heightened awareness in the SDD. Through

a contrapuntal dialogue with existing practices, the technique offers ways to re-signify

established intercultural theatre concepts such as liminal spaces and barters, and

connects dramaturgical practice to intercultural communication strategies found in the

field of Translation Studies.Keywords: coutercolonialism, syncretic theatre, devised theatre,

dramaturgy, translation, migration, multiculturalism, intercultural theatre

DWIGHT PILE-GRAY

The birth of Afro American nationalism in  20th century African

American symphonic music

From the first  slaves arrival in the United States in 1619 to slavery’s abolition in 1865 around

3 million Africans arrived in the United States. These Africans came from many different

places with different languages cultures and religions but were forced into one group.

From their interactions with each other, with the influences and exposure to white

European religious hymnody, popular music, folk songs and influences of other colonial

powers, musically  they forged a new and distinctive sound of their own. When Antonin

Dvorak arrived in America and heard the rich variation  spirituals, folk songs, field hollers

and work songs via the fledgling composer Harry Burghfield he said that in the Negro

Tunes of America there is everything for a great and noble national school.
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Whether the composer of art music specifically chose to use this as a rallying very or not,

the sentiment of those words gave rise to African -American composer off art music the

impetus to use the melodies forged by slavery an amalgam of disparate cultures and to

weave them into symphonic forms and to create the genesis of a New Afro American

Nationalism. This paper will look at some of the early AfricanAmerican 20th century

composers and examine aspects of composition that have influences of slavery and

spirituals woven into the symphony.

SESSION 2

SANDEEP GURRAPADI

Opera for all - A discussion on collective composition through the

lens of community music in India and UK

A dialogue on the definitional boundaries of ‘Opera’ - whilst also discussing

the broader compositional methods employed within a community music setting for

audiences to engage in this artform. One of the key issues in raising musical awareness

amongst the public are the foundational structures through which we musicians and

artists operate. This short presentation will aim to raise issues around how one determines

‘Quality’ in the arts and whether traditional definitions of Opera’, classical music making

and compositional techniques have allowed for the gatekeepers of the artform to define

who gets to see and hear the artforms. This discussion will be situated within the social

context of how the performing arts are consumed and understood today – and will be

punctuated with score examples from my own opera and how I tackled the idea of artistic

value when dealing with music making for and with audiences.

LYNDA ROSENIOR-PATTEN

In Praise of Black Women Sound System Operators: Disrupting the

Dancehall Space

Nzinga Soundz is one of the UK’s longest-running all-female sound systems (sounds) that

has made significant contributions to the traditionally male dominated Sound System

culture.

The sound was shaped by political/cultural/social circumstances of 1980s – 1990s, the

“Thatcher” years; characterised by unemployment, austerity, strikes, police

brutality/harassment, debilitating legislation, “uprisings”, and racially motivated incidents

and the re-emergence of “Sus”.  Importantly, the domestic scene was inextricably linked

to international events. 

Significantly, community campaigns were often led by mothers, wives and sisters of

victims.  This paper traces Nzinga Soundz’s beginnings, investigating their approach to

engaging audiences/raising awareness of Black communities’ struggles;

why/where/how/when/to whom they played music.  Using an insider/practitioner lens

this paper unpacks key themes: dynamics that interplay in a traditional male-dominated

space gender roles/the female presence how disruptions manifest/“othering” of female

DJs I contend that the political, social and cultural “disruption” that Nzinga Soundz

embodies provides a unique opportunity to investigate/present other possibilities and new

approaches.
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SHARED NARRATIVES
CONFERENCE 2020

ROXANNA ALBAYATI

Roxanna Albayati is a cellist, performer and educator based in London, UK, specialising in improvisation

and experimental music. She is one of the founding members of the New Maker Ensemble, a group

dedicated to exploring various forms of new music and performance art, and in 2019 she won the

Gladys Puttick Improvisation Competition with duo partner Kristjan Kannukene. Roxanna has performed

in venues including I’klectik Art Lab, Southbank Centre and Teatrio Balthazar Dias (Madeira, Portugal).

She has worked with composers such as Alan Hilario, Cecília Arditto and Neil Luck, and has performed

in events including the King’s Cross ‘Tête-à-tête’ Opera Festival, METRIC IP (EAMT, Tallinn, Estonia), We

Make Tomorrow Climate Summit (Serpentine Galleries, London) and Compositional Aesthetics and

Political Conference (Goldsmiths, UoL). She completed her BMus in Music at Goldsmiths, University of

London, and is currently completing her MA in Performance and Music Education at Trinity Laban

Conservatoire of Music and Dance, studying cello under Natalia Pavlutskaya and improvisation with

Douglas Finch. Her current research into identity, improvisation and cross-cultural pedagogical

approaches has been influencing her recent works and solo improvisations. In January 2021 she will

continue this research as a co-researcher at Trinity Laban.

FLAVIA D'AVILA

http://syncretictheatre.wordpress.com | Twitter @fronteirastl

Flavia is a PhD candidate at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland/University of St Andrews, researching

devised syncretic theatre, and a theatre director based in Edinburgh. She is originally from the border

towns of Santana do Livramento (Brazil) and Rivera (Uruguay), which turns out to be rather relevant for

her research and practice. Flavia has worked as an Acting tutor in Edinburgh and mentored students in

Devised Theatre and in Critical Artistry in Glasgow. She has also directed and produced original work

with her company, Fronteiras Theatre Lab, both in the UK and internationally, including award-winning

show La Niña Barro. Freelance directing credits include: Jen McGregor’s Fragmental (created during

COVID-19), Dr Debbie Cannon’s two solo shows, Green Knight (based on her own research on Medieval

Literature) and The Remarkable Deliverances of Alice Thornton (based on Dr Cordelia Beattie’s

research at the University of Edinburgh), Kenyan-Scottish storyteller Mara Menzies’s The Illusion of Truth,

and writer-actor Dave Robb’s adaptation of Edgar Allan Poe’s The Devil in the Belfry. Flavia is a

member of IFTR, TaPRA, the Management Commitee of Theatre Directors Scotland and has been a

Review Editor for the Scottish Journal of Performance.

http://www.roxannaalbayati.com
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ORIANA E. GONZALES

Oriana E. Gonzales (she/her/hers) is a curatorial researcher and educator whose most recent

experience in the field has been as curatorial assistant for Latinx Studies at the National Museum of

African American History and Culture. Oriana has interned, worked, and researched with cultural

institutions and museum departments dedicated to marginalized communities, such as the

Community and Access Programs department at the Museum of Modern Art, the Loisaida Center, the

Smithsonian Latino Center, and the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture. As a Black

Caribbean, second- generation New Yorker, Oriana’s research and museum practice focuses on

Black and non-Black Latinx and Caribbean creatives whose works document their experiences of

diaspora, transnationalism, and cultural activism. Her interdisciplinary educational background is in

Africana Studies, Latin American and Caribbean Studies, and Latinx Studies merging History,

Literature, and Visual Culture disciplines.

HANNAH GRANTHAM

Hannah Grantham is a music researcher currently working at the Smithsonian Institution’s National

Museum of African American History & Culture as the Curatorial Assistant for Music & Performing

Arts. She is also an Adjunct Professor at the New School’s College of Performing Arts, where she

teaches the course “What Your Textbooks Forgot: Re-Writing American Performance History.” She has

worked with music collections across the United States at institutions, such as the Smithsonian, the

University of South Dakota’s National Music Museum, and the Music Library at the University of North

Texas. Grantham’s multidisciplinary educational background runs the gamut from the history of

musical instruments to jazz performance to museum and library studies. She is an avid researcher of

everything related to women in jazz, gatekeeping structures in the entertainment industry, and

material culture studies.

SANDEEP GURRAPADI

www.sandeepgurrapadi.com

An opera singer, educator and composer – Sandeep has worked extensively throughout Europe and

Asia with prominent composers, venues and educational institutions. In 2019 Sandeep premiered

operas at the Téte a Téte, Grimeborn and London Festival of American Music – which included

creating the role of Oko for composer Odaline de la Martinez’s opera ‘Imoinda’. Later that year

Sandeep was invited to perform as a soloist at the Beijing National Stadium as part of the Dialogue

of Asian Civilizations Conference for various heads of state.  Sandeep is currently a Doctoral

researcher with the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, where his research involves developing a

sustainable model of music education (Community and Formal) for India through an understanding of

intercultural relations and devising process oriented workshops.
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LEWIS HOU

www.lewishou.com/about | www.scienceceilidh.com | Twitter @fiddlebrain
@scienceceilidh | 

Lewis Hou is passionate about bringing together diverse ideas and people,

and supporting communities to believe their creativity, curiosity about the

world and wellbeing truly matters. He runs the social enterprise Science

Ceilidh in Scotland, which was voted Community Music Organisation of the

Year by Hands Up for Trad in 2018, and has been involved in a five-year

action research programme on Cultural Democracy in Scotland with the Fun

Palaces campaign. Lewis is currently a UK Creative Community Fellow,

member of the Anti-Racist Educator collective and recipient of the Public

Engagement Innovation medal from the Royal Society of Edinburgh 2018 and

JCI Ten Outstaning Persons in 2019 for contribution to Culture.

DR NATASHA LOGES

LDr Natasha Loges is Head of Postgraduate Programmes & Reader in

Musicology at the Royal College of Music, with research interests including

German song, concert history, 19th-century practice research, word-music

relationships, and the life and music of Johannes Brahms, and Clara &

Robert Schumann. Her books include Johannes Brahms in Context

(Cambridge University Press, 2019) and Musical Salon Culture in the Long

Nineteenth Century  (Boydell & Brewer, 2019), Brahms in the Home and the

Concert Hall  (CUP, 2014) and German Song Onstage: Lieder Performance

in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries (Indiana University Press,

2020), with Laura Tunbridge. Her monograph Brahms and his Poets: A

Handbook (Boydell & Brewer, 2017), received the American Musicological

Society's Thomas Hampson Award in 2016. Natasha performs regularly as a

song accompanist, broadcasts on BBC Radio 3 and reviews for BBC Music

Magazine. She is a member of the TORCH-funded Oxford Song Network and

a Council member of the Royal Musical Association.

natasha.loges@rcm.ac.uk
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NANDINI MANJUNATH

Nandini Manjunath is a Choreographer, Indian Classical dancer and a Registered Dance Movement

Psychotherapist pursuing her Professional Doctorate in Psychotherapy and Counselling from the

University of Edinburgh. With an educational background in psychology and choreography from her

undergraduate years, Nandini is passionate about bringing the creative into the academic and

brings all of her dancer, psychotherapist, social activist and researcher selves into the different

spaces she resides and works in. Aligning with her strong allegiance towards the Feminist, Post-

structural, Post-qualitative research interests, her doctoral research project is called Bodies

materialised in power and patriarchy, rooted in the context of Indian women’s experiences of their

bodies.

HIMADRI MADAN

Himadri Madan is a Choreographer, Indian Classical Dancer and a Dance Educator pursuing her

MFA in Choreography from Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance. With extensive training

in multiple Indian Classical and Western dance forms like Jazz, Himadri also had dabbled in and is

now further exploring Dance Film making, production management and Practice/Arts based

Research in the field of Choreography. Her postgraduate research project is based on Psycho-social,

cultural and creative boundaries in Indian classical dance.

DR AMY MATTHEWSON

Dr Amy Matthewson is currently Research Associate at the School of Oriental and African Studies,

University of London where she completed her PhD.  Her thesis explores visual representations of

China and the Chinese in the popular British satirical magazine Punch during the Victorian era. Her

research interests include the construction and dissemination of ‘knowledge’ through visual and

material culture, identity formation, and the processes of ideology and epistemology. Her current

project entitled Engaging Race invites contributions reflecting thoughts and experiences of race and

race related issues.

DORCAS OLOWOYO

Cas Olowoyo is a singer, songwriter, vocal coach and academic. She has been performing since she

was 4 years old, initially as a gospel singer but has since branched out into jazz, soul, pop and

musical theatre. During the completion of her undergraduate degree in English Literature Cas

developed her interest in Marxism, Critical Race Theory, Queer Studies and Feminism. Mainly writing

about literature, tv and film, Cas then went on to complete a Master’s in Popular Vocal Performance.

There she began working more professionally within the music industry and teaching singing across

age ranges. She is currently focused on music as a tool for social and epistemic justice.
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YEN OOI

Yen Ooi is a writer-researcher whose works explore cultural storytelling and its effects on identity.

She is currently working towards her PhD at Royal Holloway, University of London, specialising in the

development of Chinese science fiction by diaspora writers and writers from Chinese-speaking

nations. Her research delves into the critical inheritance of culture that permeates across the genre.

Yen is narrative designer on Road to Guangdong, a narrative driving game, and author of Sun:

Queens of Earth (novel) and A Suspicious Collection of Short Stories and Poetry (collection). Her

short stories and poetry can be found in various publications. When she's not writing, Yen is also a

lecturer and mentor.

‘H’ PATTEN

Trained in Ghana with the Ghana National Dance Ensemble, ‘H’ is an experienced choreographer,

filmmaker, visual artist, storyteller, performer, and University lecturer. ‘H’ has developed a national

and international reputation in African and Caribbean arts over the past 33 years. Obtaining his

masters in TV Documentary (1998), ‘H’ has developed ‘Dance for Camera’ style films. Having

completed his PhD on: The Spirituality of Reggae Dancehall Dance Vocabulary (2019) at Canterbury

Christ Church University (CCCU), his current role as Associate Lecturer in Dance of the African

Diaspora at CCCU and at IRIE! Dance Theatre BA (Hons) course, enables ‘H’ to significantly raise the

standard of African and Caribbean dance. As founder and Artistic Director of the Korotech

Dancefest Professional Development Training Programme, 'H' leads professional artists and students

to train in African/Caribbean dance, culture and business in The Gambia and Jamaica.

 n 2012, 'H' won an award for his services and contribution to Jamaica in the field of Arts, Culture

and Entertainment by the Jamaican High Commission.

YSHANI PERINPANAYAGAM

www.yshani.co.uk

As a chamber musician, orchestral pianist and music director, Yshani has performed at venues from

Wigmore Hall to the London Palladium. She has performed at events including the Oxford Lieder

Festival and Kammer Klang, and with artists ranging from City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra to

Nina Conti. Yshani is pianist of the Del Mar Piano Trio and Carismático Tango Band, and winner of

the 10th Yamaha Birmingham Accompanist of the Year Award. She is passionate about new music.

Her commissions for piano, Commodore 64 and bespoke 8-bit synthesisers have been performed at

the National Theatre Riverstage, The Place Theatre and the All Your Bass National Videogames

Arcade festival. As a composer herself, recent commissions include for the London Sinfonietta and

Thompson Street Opera Company. Yshani was music director for Goat by Ben Duke for Rambert

Dance Company, King Johnand The Whip for the Royal Shakespeare Company, triple-Oliver winner

Emilia at the Vaudeville Theatre, and Showstopper! The Improvised Musical. She is a member of staff

at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama on the academic faculty. Yshani recently made her

broadcasting debut for BBC Radio 3, presenting Sounds Connected, moving from piece to piece by

exploring unexpected connections.
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Dwight Pile-Gray is a PhD Student at London College of Music, University of West London. His

research is focused on the influence of African music, African American folk songs including Negro

spirituals, and religious hymnody on 20th Century African American composers and explores how

these influences manifest themselves in their compositional output. In addition, he teaches

conducting at the University as well as on the undergraduate and master’s courses. As a conductor

he has a great deal of experience and is comfortable with many types of genres and ensembles

including symphonic wind ensemble and orchestra. He is the current musical director of two

orchestras, one based in Oxford and the other Kent.

DWIGHT PILE-GRAY

SUPRAJA R

Instagram @rajaranikallapolice

Supraja R is a Masters scholar at the School of Arts and Aesthetics, JNU, New Delhi. She has an

Integrated MSc in Health Psychology and a Diploma in Theatre Arts, both, from the University of

Hyderabad (HCU). Her interests abound in performance studies and in tussling with an

interdisciplinarity of the same, while particularly appraising a gender, sexuality, caste and queer

biopsychosocial studies paradigm. The destabilization of the (various) linchpin(s) that tie together

normative social order with that of the various loci of performance-making is something she stumbles

and fumbles her way through, what with the promise and comfort of Hyderabadi biryani, the

Michaela Coels of the world, empathy, holding space and kindness – in all of its affective, disquieting

quotients, delivering us through.

NELLINNE RANAWEERA

nellinne@hotmail.com

Nellinne Ranaweera recently completed her PhD in Music Psychology at Royal Northern College of

Music, Manchester and passed with no corrections. Her thesis explored the role of leisure activities in

the wellbeing of musicians. Nellinne completed her first degree in Music and Psychology at University

of Keele, Staffordshire, followed by a Master of Research in Music (Hons) examining the role of music

as a leisure activity in comparison with hand-knitting, and the extent to which these leisure activities

contribute to individuals’ wellbeing.  Nellinne is also a Private music tutor and teaches piano in the

conventional and Suzuki methods and Theory of music. She is currently undertaking level 4 Teacher

Training at the British Suzuki Institute. In her spare time she volunteers to play the piano at a

Dementia centre.
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CLAIRE SIVIER

www.clairesivier.com

Claire is an Arts & Cultural Producer & Youth Arts Facilitator working between the UK & Portugal with

10 years’ experience of delivering collaborative music, cross-arts and heritage projects aimed at

engaging a variety of communities, artists, audiences and stakeholders. Her work has a particular

focus on learning and participation and creating space for those from marginalised communities.

Previously, Claire has guest lectured at Falmouth University, England, and is currently completing a

masters in Art and Design for the Public Space at the Faculty of Fine Arts in the University of Porto

where her research focusses on arts based research, identity, interdisciplinary working, and diaspora

within arts & cultural work contexts.

LYNDA ROSENIOR-PATTEN

info@maestro7.co.uk | Twitter: @NzingaSoundz | Instagram: nzingasoundz | FB: Nzinga Soundz 

Lynda has worked in the Creative and Development sectors for over 35 years and is passionate

about arts and culture as drivers for economic and social development. Prior to this Lynda was

Head of Culture and Partnerships at Westway Trust one of the UK’s largest independent

development trusts. As “DJ Ade” she co-founded Nzinga Soundz, one of the UK’s longest running, all

women sound systems which still performs regularly recently at the “Fete de la Musique” in Paris -

(2019). Co- curator of 'Sisters in Sound - A Hidden Story' exhibition by Sharon Douglas Lynda also co-

authored a chapter: “The Story of Nzinga Soundz and the Women's Voice in Sound System Culture”

for the publication: The System is Sound: Narratives from Beyond the UK Reggae Bassline", (Palgrave

MacMillan) Professor Lez Henry and Mathew Worley. Currently Nzinga Soundz is featured in the

Museum of London 'Dub London' exhibition till January 2021.

HANNAH ROBBINS

Hannah Marie Robbins is an assistant professor in Popular Music and the

Director of Black Studies at the University of Nottingham, UK. Her research

focuses on the life and career of Cole Porter and the representation of Black

and queer creatives in musical theatre history. She has published research

on censorship and exoticism on screen, queer fandom, and racial

representation in stage and screen musicals. She is currently preparing their

first monograph on the 1948 hit musical Kiss Me, Kate (under contract with

Oxford University Press) and has forthcoming publications on the film

appearances of Lena Horne and on intersectionality in musical theatre

scholarship.
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CHAMARI WEDAMULLA

Chamari Wedamulla is a researcher in music education from Sri Lanka. As a music teacher in special

needs schools in the UK and overseas, her research focuses on interdisciplinary and inclusive music

teaching practices. She is currently studying her PhD in special music education and music therapy

at Kingston University. She is also a committee member of the EDIMS network (Equality, Diversity &

Inclusion in Music Studies), a cross-organisational network which aims to promote, support and share

good practice in relation to EDI in Music Higher Education in the UK

NICOLA TAGOE

www.nicolatagoe.com

Nicola Tagoe is a flautist and music educator, and was awarded an

Associate Fellowship of the Higher Education Academy (Advance HE) in

2019. She is a Course Tutor on the BMus Artist as Innovator module at Trinity

Laban Conservatoire of Music & Dance, and a member of the Teaching and

Learning Exchange at the University of the Arts London,  working with

academics and students to embed inclusive pedagogies, anti-racist

practice, and decolonising curricula in arts higher education. Nicola leads on

access and inclusion for Ealing Music Service, and is currently studying for a

postgraduate degree in Music Education at Trinity Laban.
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CO-CONVENORS

ANKNA AROCKIAM

Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland

Ankna Arockiam is currently

pursuing her PhD at the Royal

Conservatoire of Scotland.

Her research focuses on

exploring the identities of

young Western classical

musicians in Indian cities. 

As a singer, she performs as a

soloist and collaborates with

various groups and artists

across a wide range of

genres. She is involved with

the South Asian community in

Scotland and has set up a

South Asian women’s singing

group, Glasgow Sitare, in

Glasgow. She is also a music

educator and a reviewer with

QAA Scotland and MuSiQuE

(Music Quality Enhancement).

UCHENNA NGWE

Trinity Laban Conservatoire of
Music and Dance

Uchenna Ngwe is a PhD

candidate at Trinity Laban

Conservatoire of Music and

Dance. Her explorations in

creative practice investigate

the lives and work of

historical Black classical

musicians in Britain from the

perspective of a performer-

curator-activist. As part of

this, she set up

plainsightSOUND as a public-

facing website to promote

the work of historical Black

classical musicians.  Based in

London, Uchenna is a

freelance oboist, music

educator and artistic director

of Decus Ensemble – a

flexible, mixed-instrumental

group dedicated to

performing lesser-known

classical music works for

chamber ensemble.
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AUDRE LORDE
Your silence will not protect you (2017) p. 201.

"When we speak we are afraid our words will not be

heard or welcomed. But when we are silent, we are still

afraid. So it is better to speak"

So, listen carefully. Listen, and you will hear it."
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